The two units of this park vary greatly in their habitat types which accounts for the large number of bird species found here.

**American Camp** at the southern end of San Juan Island, hosts vast, windblown, prairies surrounded by mixed coniferous/harwood forest. This area is bounded on each side by salt water – the 20-mile wide Strait of Juan de Fuca, hosting many pelagic species and a shallow, generally quiet bay and several lagoons, on the other.

**English Camp** sits on a well protected, shallow bay. Large, ancient maples edge the parade ground which in turn, is surrounded by coniferous forest. An oak/grasslands habitat rides up the 650’ hill overlooking the area.

**Seasons**
- **SPSUFW** = Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter

**Abundance**
- **A** = Abundant - Certain to be seen
- **C** = Common - Should see in suitable habitat
- **U** = Uncommon - might see in suitable habitat
- **O** = Occasional - seen only a few times/season
- **R** = Rare - not seen ever
- (*) Known to Nest in Park

Not all individual records or very rare sightings included in this checklist. Many marine species can be seen from shore.

Please send sightings to the park.
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